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If dark matter (DM) particles are lighter than a few MeV=c2 and can scatter off electrons, their
interaction within the solar interior results in a considerable hardening of the spectrum of galactic dark
matter received on Earth. For a large range of the mass versus cross section parameter space, fme; σeg, the
“reflected” component of the DM flux is far more energetic than the end point of the ambient galactic DM
energy distribution, making it detectable with existing DM detectors sensitive to an energy deposition of
10 − 103 eV. After numerically simulating the small reflected component of the DM flux, we calculate its
subsequent signal due to scattering on detector electrons, deriving new constraints on σe in the MeV and
sub-MeV range using existing data from the XENON10/100, LUX, PandaX-II, and XENON1T experi-
ments, as well as making projections for future low threshold direct detection experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.141801
Introduction.—Astrophysics and cosmology provide one
of the strongest arguments for an extension to the standard
model (SM) of particle physics, through the need for dark
matter (DM). The “theory space” for dark matter remains
vast, motivating a range of experimental approaches.
A well-motivated class of models achieves the required
relic abundance through thermal freeze-out during the
early radiation-dominated epoch, which points to particles
with weak-scale interactions—weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs)—with the required annihilation rate
hσannvi ∼ 10−36 cm2 (c ¼ 1 from now on). A range of
direct detection experiments, searching for the elastic
scattering of such DM particles in the galactic halo on
nuclei, have now pushed the limit down to the scale of
σn ∼ 10−46 cm2 for weak-scale masses [1].
Since cold DM in the halo is nonrelativisitic, detector
thresholds ensure that the sensitivity weakens dramatically
for masses below a few GeV [1–6]. In recent years, this has
motivated efforts to extend this reach to lower mass scales
that still allow for viable thermal relic DM candidates (see,
e.g., [7,8]), often with interactions mediated by new light
(dark) forces [9]. These efforts have included searches at
colliders, fixed target proton and electron experiments, and
also consideration of direct detection via electron scattering
[10–20]. The latter approach offers the possibility of
extending conventional direct detection down to masses
of ∼10 MeV [19–21], where the halo DM kinetic energy is
EhaloDM ∼ 12mDMv
2 ∼ 5 eV. Lowering the energy threshold by
Oð10Þ down to 1 eV appears feasible [7], and there are
theoretical proposals for more significant reductions (see,
e.g., [22]).
In this Letter, we point out that further direct detection
sensitivity to DM in the 10 keV—10 MeV mass range is
possible through consideration of reflected DM initially
scattered by more energetic electrons in the Sun (or Earth)
prior to scattering in the detector. This double (or multiple)
scattering trajectory allows the DM kinetic energy to be
lifted to the keV range. Depending on the value of the
reduced DM-e mass, μDM;e, a single scatter may result in
the energy of the reflected DM,
EreflDM < E
refl;max
DM ¼
4EeμDM;e
me þmDM
¼ 4EemDMmeðme þmDMÞ2
; ð1Þ
being much higher than EhaloDM and indeed comparable to the
typical solar electron kinetic energy Ee ∼ kTe ∼OðkeVÞ.
Thus EreflDM can be above the detection threshold for a
number of existing experiments, including XENON10,
XENON100, LUX, PandaX-II, and XENON1T.
The basic scenario is summarized in Fig. 1. DM
scattering off free electrons in the Sun generates a new
(more energetic) component of the flux impinging on the
Earth. While there is necessarily a geometric suppression
factor, associated with rescattering in the direction of the
Earth, we find that this is still sufficient to produce new
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levels of sensitivity to MeV and sub-MeV dark matter,
where no direct detection constraints previously existed.
The limits and projected sensitivity from electron scattering
at a number of experiments are summarized in Fig. 2.
Solar reflection of light DM.—DM scattering on particles
inside the Sun has been extensively studied as an ingredient
for the indirect signature of DM annihilation to high energy
neutrinos. The evolution of DM that intercepts the Sun
depends crucially on its mass. Given a large enough elastic
cross section on nuclei, WIMP dark matter with mass above
a few GeV can be efficiently captured and thermalized.
However, for light DM, the capture process is less efficient,
and DM tends to rescatter at larger radii and evaporate. The
evaporated component of the DM flux impinging on Earth
may help improve sensitivity to σn [24], and, as we are
going to show, the effect mediated by σe is even more
pronounced for MeVand sub-MeV mass reflected DM; for
a detailed comparison between DM scattering on electrons
versus nucleons inside the Sun see [25].
Depending on the scattering cross section σe, and thus
the mean free path, reflection may occur after just one or
two interactions, or after partial thermalization through
multiple scatters within the Sun. The reflected DM flux is
determined via a simulation that tracks the kinematics
after initial entry into the Sun. We assume a velocity-
independent s-wave cross section, but it is notable that the
relative importance of the reflected flux would be enhanced
for models with a powerlike dependence of the cross
section on the relative electron-DM velocity, σe ∝ ðvrelÞn,
such as would occur, e.g., for scattering via higher multi-
poles. We note in passing that energy loss or transfer from
or inside the Sun due to the scattering is negligible for the
considered parameter region.
To determine the reflected contribution to the DM flux,
the incoming velocity is assumed to follow a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution with an expectation value of 10−3,
and an escape velocity cutoff at 2 × 10−3. This velocity is
negligible compared to solar electrons, and thus DM that
scatters in the Sun acquires ErecoilDM ∼ T. To gain some
intuition, we note first that the probability of scattering
off electrons in the solar core is approximately
σe × Rcore × ncoree ∼ σe=pb, and thus the Sun scatters effi-
ciently if σe ≫ 10−36 cm2. In this optically thick regime,
scattering occurs in the convective zone at a characteristic
radius Rscatt given implicitly by σe
R R⊙
Rscatt
neðRÞdR ∼Oð1Þ. It
follows that the electron temperature, and thus the recoil
energy, depends on σe, which in turn determines Rscatt,
through the radius-temperature relation [26]. As the cross
section is reduced, Rscatt also decreases and E
refl;max
DM
increases as scattering occurs in hotter regions of the core.
Further decreasing the cross section ultimately increases
the mean free path ∼ðσeneÞ−1 beyond the solar radius, and
the strength of the reflected flux is suppressed. The
scattering probability and the background DM flux in
the halo, defined through the number density and average
velocity as Φhalo ≡ nDMvhaloDM , may be combined into a
simple estimate for the reflected DM flux incident on Earth,
Φrefl∼
Φhalo
4
×
(
4Sg
3
ð Rcore
1A:U:Þ2σencoree Rcore; σe≪1 pb;
Sgð Rscatt1A:U:Þ2; σe≫1 pb:
ð2Þ
In the estimate (2), the overall coefficient of 1=4 has a
geometric origin from πR2⊙=½4πð1 A:U:Þ2. Sg denotes the
gravitational focusing effect that enhances the area at
spatial infinity subtended by the effective solar scattering
disk πR2scatt. For example, at Rscatt ∼ R⊙, we have Sg∼
1þ v2esc=ðvhaloDM Þ2 ∼Oð10Þ, given the value of the solar
escape velocity vesc. We note that the overall energy
extracted from the Sun by reflected DM does not exceed
∼10T × πR2⊙Φhalo, and therefore is not constrained by solar
FIG. 1. A schematic illustration of the reflected dark matter flux
generated through solar scattering. For bound solar electrons with
energy Ee ∼ kT, the DM recoil energy is bounded by the
expression in Eq. (1) and can be ∼keV.
FIG. 2. Exclusion contours for reflected DM from a range of
experiments are shown in comparison to previous limits from
XENON10 and XENON100 on scattering from the galactic DM
halo population [20,23]. Filled contours reflect current limits,
while dashed contours denote future projections. The thick gray
relic density contour is for the DM model in Eq. (5). A vertical
line at 100 keV indicates a schematic lower limit on mDM from
stellar energy loss while the more model-dependent cosmological
Neff constraint is not shown (see the text).
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energetics being many orders of magnitude below solar
luminosity.
Taking a representative choice of mDM ∼ 3 MeV, one
can estimate the maximum value of the recoil energy
distribution to be ∼0.5TðRscattÞ at σe ≫ 10−36 cm2. For
example, a single scatter would accelerate a 3 MeV DM
particle up to ∼100 eV energy for σe ∼ 10−33 cm2
(Rscatt ¼ 0.8R⊙). The reflected flux (2) in this optically
thick regime is 105 cm−2 s−1, leading to Oð20Þ ionizations/
day in 1 kg of Xe. This constitutes a detectable signal, and
motivates a more detailed analysis.
Our preliminary estimates (2) need to be augmented to
include the possibility of multiple scattering, which can
significantly impact the energy of the reflected particles.
Since this is difficult to treat analytically, we make use of a
simulation to determine the energy spectrum and intensity
of the reflected DM flux. The simulation scans the initial
velocity and impact parameter to determine the initial
trajectory into the Sun. The step size was chosen as
0.01R⊙, and the standard solar model [26] was used to
determine the temperature, density, and elemental abun-
dance at each given radius. For a given cross section σe, the
scattering rate was then determined probabilistically. If DM
does not scatter, it propagates to the next step with velocity
shifted according to the gravitational potential. If DM
scatters, the electron momentum was generated according
to the temperature distribution, and the new trajectory
determined by first boosting to the DM-electron rest frame,
and assuming an s-wave cross section. The gravitational
effect on the trajectory was included after each nontrivial
scattering. This process was repeated until the DM particle
exited the Sun.
We find that it is sufficient to limit our simulations by a
maximal impact parameter ρmax ¼ 4R⊙. Outside that range,
only the slowest DM particles enter the Sun, giving a highly
subdominant contribution to the reflected flux. Thus, we
simulate the energy distribution FAρðEÞ of particles inter-
acting with (or missing) the Sun initially collected from the
Aρ ¼ 16πR2⊙ impact area. After accounting for the gravi-
tational redshift, E→ E −mDMv2esc=2, the distribution is
normalized to unity,
R
∞
0 dEFAρðEÞ ¼ 1, and the resulting
reflected DM flux at Earth determined via
dΦrefl
dE
¼ Φhalo ×
AρFAρðEÞ
4πð1 A:U:Þ2 : ð3Þ
As there is some arbitrariness in Aρ, the simulated reflected
flux contains an admixture of the initial unscattered
distribution. This does not affect subsequent calculations
because this component stays below detection thresholds.
Figure 3 shows the final kinetic energy distribution at
Earth for 3 MeV DM particles. For σe ∼ 1 nb, the dis-
tribution turns over close to 100 eV, consistent with naive
estimates. Moreover, tracking the trajectories indicates that
DM does indeed have a higher probability to enter the core
region if the cross section is below about 10−34 cm2.
Despite the lower cross section, the enhanced core temper-
ature can in turn lead to fewer scatters for DM to exit the
Sun, resulting in the observed enhancement in the tail of
the distribution as the cross section decreases. However, the
effect eventually turns off once the cross section drops well
below a pb, as the mean free path and thus the collision rate
becomes too low.
Direct detection via electron scattering.—With the
reflected DM flux and velocity distribution in hand, the
scattering signatures can be determined along the lines of
the DM-electron scattering analysis of [19,20], with the
modifications outlined below. We consider DM scattering
off bound electrons in the detector, having fixed energy
Ee ¼ me − jEBj, with binding energy EB and a range of
momenta. The process of interest corresponds to atomic
ionization DMþ A → DMþ Aþ þ e− with DM three-
momentum transfer q⃗. To match the literature, we write
the differential scattering rate as a function of electron
recoil energy in terms of a reference cross section σe [20],
dhσnlvi
d lnER;e
¼ σe
8μ2DM;e
Z
dqqjfnlðq; p0eÞj2jFDMðqÞj2ηðEminÞ;
ð4Þ
where the DM form factor FDM can be taken to 1 if the
interaction is short range. We only consider cases where the
angular dependence is trivial, q ¼ jq⃗j. The dimensionless
atomic form factor describing the strength of the ionization
process from atomic state n, l is given by
jfnlðq; p0eÞj2 ¼
p0e
π2q
Z
p0eþq
jp0e−qj
dp0p0
Xl
m¼−l
jhp⃗e0jeiq⃗·r⃗jnlmij2:
FIG. 3. Normalized energy distributions FAρ¼16πR2⊙ðEÞ (in eV),
are shown for reflected DM with a mass of 3 MeV and the range
of scattering cross sections indicated. The initial velocity is
assumed to follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with an
expectation value of 10−3, and an escape velocity cutoff at
2 × 10−3. It is apparent that the distributions below 5–7 eV tend
to that of the background halo.
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We evaluate the latter using radial Hartree-Fock atomic
wave functions RnlðrÞ [27] in ψnlmðr⃗Þ ¼ RnlðrÞYlmðrˆÞ and
the plane wave approximation jp⃗e0i ¼ eip⃗e 0·r⃗, including a
Sommerfeld factor with effective charge Zeff ¼ 1 [19];
p0e ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2meER;e
p
. When mDM≪ 0.1 MeV, q⃗ · r⃗≪ 1 is
possible. In order to avoid spurious contributions to fnl
from potential numerical nonorthogonality in hp⃗e0j1jnlmi,
we subtract the identity operator, and evaluate hp⃗e0jeiq⃗·r⃗ −
1jnlmi in these cases instead. The event rate from
level ðn; lÞ is then determined by evaluating the average
over the incoming energy spectrum of the reflected DM
component, which in the nonrelativistic limit is ηðEminÞ ¼R
Emin
dE½mDM=ð2EÞ1=2ðdΦrefl=dEÞΦ−1halo. Multiplying it by
the flux and target density NT, we arrive at the total rate
from the ðn; lÞ state, dRnl=d lnER;e ¼ NTΦhalodhσnlvi=
d lnER;e, where Emin is the minimum DM energy required
to produce an electron with ER;e recoil energy.
The resulting electron recoil energy spectrum is
converted into scintillation (S1) and ionization (S2)
responses in liquid xenon experiments, dRnl=dSi¼
εðSiÞR dER;epdfðSijEnldepÞdR=dlnER;e. Here, εðSiÞ is the
Si detection efficiency and pdfðSijEdepÞ is the probability
to produce Si given a deposited energy Enldep ¼ ER;e þ jEnlB j.
For the purpose of this work, we consider the signals in S1
and S2 separately, and model pdfðSijEnldepÞ as follows: the
number of produced quanta at the interaction point is NQ ¼
Edep=W with W ¼ 13.7 eV [28,29], partitioned into ne
ionized electrons escaping the interaction point and nγ
scintillation photons. The latter follow a binomial distribu-
tion with NQ trials and single event probability fe;γ ¼
hne;γi=NQ. For the purpose of setting limits we only use
data above Edep ¼ 0.19 keV for computing hnei, corre-
sponding to the lowest measured charge yield [30] (together
with [31]; see also [32,33]), and determine the light output
self-consistently by demanding conservation of NQ.
The detected signals are related byNQ ¼ S1=g1 þ S2=g2
where g1 is the light collection efficiency and g2 is the
electron scintillation response times the electron extraction
efficiency at the gas-liquid interface. For computing S1 we
use the respective values g1 ¼ 0.12, 0.1134, 0.144, 0.1
PE=γ for XENON100 [34], PandaX-II (run 10) [35],
XENON1T [1], and LZ [36]. For computing S2 we use
the respective values g2 ¼ 20; 12.1 PE=e− for XENON100
[37] and LUX [38]; for XENON10, the data have already
been converted from S2 to the number of electrons [39]. S1
is sampled from a binomial distribution with nγ trials and
detection probability g1; a Gaussian resolution of
σPMT=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n˜γ
p ¼ 0.4 PE in detected photons n˜γ is included.
For S2 we assume an average 80% electron drift survival
probability and apply a representative Gaussian width of
σS2=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n˜e
p ¼ 7 PE [40] in the conversion of successfully
drifted electrons, n˜e, to S2. After accounting for detection
efficiencies, and respecting the nominal thresholds in the
various experiments, the generated signals are compared to
data as reported in [1,3,34,38] and [37,39,41] for S1 and S2
only, respectively. Exemplary spectra for S2 in XENON100
and for S1 in XENON1T are shown in Fig. 4. In the final
step, we use the pmax method [39,42] to arrive at the limits
in the plane of σe and mDM.
To complete this analysis, we highlight the principal
reach of future direct detection experiments (making
optimistic assumptions.) For LZ, the next-generation liquid
xenon experiment [36], we assume, for simplicity, 100%
detection efficiency in the acceptance region S1 ≥ 3 PE
and include the solar neutrino generated background in the
electron recoil band [6]. For future semiconductor experi-
ments, we employ the ionization form factor computed in
[21] and apply it to a straightforward generalization of (4);
we then follow the recommendations of [21] to obtain
the projections for SENSEI [43] (superCDMS [44]) with
100 g yr (10 kg yr) background-free exposure and 2e−
(1e−) ionization threshold. The results are summarized
in Fig. 2. Further details are found in a Supplemental
Material that contains additional Refs. [45–50].
Constraints on light DM models.—To demonstrate the
application of our analysis, we consider a complex scalar dark
matter candidate interacting with the electron vector current,
Lint ¼ Gχe × ðe¯γμeÞðiχ∂μχ − iχ∂μχÞ: ð5Þ
FIG. 4. Exemplary electron scattering event rates as a function
of S2 in XENON100 (upper panel) and as a function of S1 for
XENON1T (lower panel). When setting limits we require a
minimum deposited energy of Edep > 0.19 keV (dashed curve).
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This model has been analyzed thoroughly, in particular, when
the interaction is rendered UV complete via introduction of a
kinetically mixed dark photon [11,51,52]. The p-wave
annihilation channel allows this model to escape stringent
cosmic microwave background (CMB) constraints [53].
Carrying out the standard freeze-out calculation, and adjust-
ing the coupling in hσannvreli to reproduce the correct relic
abundance as a function of mχ , we arrive at the scattering
cross section given by
σe ¼
1
π
G2χeμ2χ;e → ð8 − 9Þ × 10−35 cm2 ×
2μ2χ;e
ð2m2χ þm2eÞve
;
where v2e ¼ 1 −m2e=m2χ . Whenmχ is close to or belowme, a
more accurate thermal average is required, which we imple-
ment numerically following Refs. [54,55]. The resulting
contour is plotted in Fig. 2, and one observes that the reflected
DM scattering analysis excludes the mχ < 2 MeV region,
while higher masses are currently allowed.
Going further afield in model space, there is now an
increased focus on variants of the thermal relic (or WIMP)
paradigm, which can ensure the correct relic abundance
over the MeV mass range, e.g., SIMPs [56], ELDERS [57],
and models utilizing freeze-in production with very light
mediators [so that FDMðqÞ ¼ ðαme=qÞ2]. The latter case is
of interest, as the target parameters correspond to
σ¯e ∼ 10−37 − 10−38 cm2, for mχ ∼ 100–1000 keV [21],
which provide a challenging goal for future experiments.
Discussion.—We have analyzed the direct detection
sensitivity to DM-electron scattering, via an energetic
reflected DM flux produced through rescattering in the
Sun. This leads to new sensitivity at the sub-pb level for
light dark matter in the sub-MeV mass range. Similar
rescattering can also occur within Earth, which would be of
particular interest in producing daily modulation. However,
the up-scattering effect would be less significant due to the
lower electron temperature.
The limits shown in Fig. 2 apply to all DM models with
significant scattering cross sections on electrons. However,
models in this mass range are subject to a number of
powerful indirect constraints. Besides the CMB-
anisotropy-derived limits on annhilation of DM, there
are constraints from stellar energy loss, and the measured
radiation energy density, Neff , as well as from primordial
nucleosynthesis (BBN) [58–60]. A universally safe way of
escaping the BBN and Neff bounds is to considermχ > few
MeV. Internally thermalized DM models with a lower mass
can avoid the constraint on Neff (which in these models is
generally shifted below 3), by annihilating into a mixture of
SM states (e.g., photons) and neutrinolike dark radiation, as
there are compensating effects on the number of equivalent
neutrinos [58,59]. We emphasize that the new constraints
derived on σe in this paper are direct, and largely inde-
pendent of additional particle content in the early Universe.
We conclude by emphasizing that reflected DM is an
intrinsic contribution to the DM flux, and can be probed by
all upcoming experiments with sensitivity to electron
scattering, e.g., SENSEI, CRESST-III [61], SuperCDMS,
LZ, and CDEX-1T [62]. We leave a study of other DM
models as well as an investigation of potential signal-
background discrimination for future work [63].
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